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ABSTRACT 

River transport of bulk goods and liquids is mostly carried out by barges, especially on long distances, and it can be 
pushed or towed. The transport by pushed barges is safer and generates less resistance, but in some cases the transport 
with towed barges is required. In the latter case it must be ensured a good route-keeping to the barges, in order to be 
easily controlled and sure from getting out of the planned route and to be stranded on a shore. In general the route 
keeping is guaranteed by couples of stern skegs, which must be designed according to the barge typology. In a river 
navigation also the effects due to shallow water and the river currents must be taken into account. In this paper the 
mentioned problems will be explained in detail and some results obtained with experiments with model barges in an 
experimental tank will be presented.   

Keywords: river transportation; route keeping stability; barge; resistance. 

RESUMEN 

El transporte fluvial de carga seca y cargas voluminosas se hace principalmente por medio de barcazas, especialmente 
para largas distancias, que pueden ser remolcadas o empujadas. El transporte por barcazas de empuje es más seguro y 
genera menos resistencia, pero en algunos casos el transporte con barcazas remolcadas es necesario. En el segundo de 
los casos se debe garantizar una buena manutención de ruta a las barcazas, para que puedan ser controladas 
fácilmente y evitar que salgan de su ruta planeada y terminen en las orillas. Generalmente la estabilidad de ruta se 
garantiza con skegs en la popa, que deben ser diseñados de acuerdo a la tipología de barcaza. Además, en la 
navegación fluvial deben tomarse en cuenta los efectos debidos a las bajas profundidades y la corriente de los ríos. En 
esta exposición los mencionados problemas se explicarán en detalle y algunos resultados obtenidos con pruebas con 
modelos de barcazas probados en un tanque de pruebas serán presentados y discutidos. 

Palabras clave: transporte fluvial; estabilidad de ruta; barcazas; resistencia.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In Europe the river has been a trade route since prehistoric time, helping to link Northern Europe to 
the Mediterranean Sea. The coastal and river transportation of containers and bulk cargo can be 
made using river or coastal barges, which are pushed or towed by a tug. At sea the offshore 
activities are performed by using barges and tugs for the transportation of steel structures and 
equipment in the open sea. Barge transportation is generally made at slow speed and for this reason 
it is a low cost transport; it can be made also on restricted areas or near or inside the harbors by 
using more tugs for the maneuvers or by disconnecting the barge from the tug and operating 
independently on the barge by using local towing and maneuvering systems. River transportation by 
barges and boats constitute a mean of transport of wide use; in particular the barges can be used in 
convoys or singly. In river navigation a pushed system is preferred to the towed one, whereas in 
open sea the towed systems can be preferred when towing very large and heavy structures, by using 
very large barges towed by many tugs. The pushed system presents a lower resistance and a better 
maneuverability, but it requires that the barge and the tug must be connected together either by a 
rigid or by a flexible system, so as to transmit the push to the barge and allow the maneuvers. The 
towed transport is made when the connecting links between the barge and the tug is difficult to be 
fulfilled; sometimes connections between the barge and the tug can be made also alongside, i.e. by 
pulling the boats at the sides; this solution produces more resistance in navigation. When 
calculating the resistance in a river navigation, attention must be made also to the river current and 
to the shallow water effects; these effects must be added to the resistance calculated or estimated for 
the calm water condition.   

In the first part of this investigation we shall examine the resistance results obtained when testing a 
barge  and a tug model separately and in different coupled conditions, that is in a tug-barge towing 
condition and in two tug-barge pushing conditions; two different pushers will be used for the tests, 
i.e. a traditional tug and a river pusher.  

RESISTANCE INVESTIGATION  
The investigated systems 

The integrated systems that will be considered for river navigation, in a basin such as Amazon, are 
those having a non-rigid connection. A first solution of this kind consists of barges with recesses aft 
and vertical walls smooth, in which, more or less rigidly, is fixed to a tugboat. In this case we are 
able to move considerable loads, even exceeding 20.000 tons, but the barges must be built with an 
aft notch in which the tug bow is driven (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1 : Tug - Barge integrated system with a non rigid connection. 

A second system is, on the contrary, an articulated one, which is obtained when the barge and the 
tugboat are connected at the stern through mechanical systems more flexible, such as hooks, joints, 
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gears, etc., allowing a certain relative movement between the two vessels and connection or release 
operations in short times. In this case specific or outlined barge aft lines are not required, but the 
mounted equipment and systems will allow to perform the reciprocal links safely and quickly. A 
solution of this type is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 Figure 2 : Tug - Barge integrated system with an articulated connection. 

A third type of barge transport will be that of tug on tow. This solution is the easiest to implement, 
but is also one that requires a careful control of the barge navigation, because the barge can get out 
of her course and knock against targets or sites, that may cause damages to the environment. Very 
often the arrival of the train at destination requires the intervention of another tug, to ensure a safe 
mooring. A solution of this type is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 : Barge towing system.  

In the performed investigation both a traditional tug (Figure 4) and a river pusher (Figure 5) have 
been examined. The models of these hulls have been used to tow and push the barge under test 
(Figure 6). In the towing tests it was assumed that the tow will be made by using both a short and a 
long cable, in order to evaluate the interference effects between the two hulls. In the experiences 
made with the articulated system it was assumed that the tug will be disconnected from the barge in 
emergency cases and will continue its route by towing the barge at a reduced speed. 

 

Figure 4 : The hull of the tested tug   Figure 5 : The hull of the river pusher 
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Figure 6 : The tested barge 

The tested models 

The models used in our investigation present the following features: 

The tugboat (Figure 4) 

Table 1: Characteristics of Tugboat Model 
Tugboat Model (1:35 model scale) 

Length at waterline 35.80 m 1.023 m 
Breadth over all 9.50 m 0.272 m 
Fore draught 3.20 m 0.091 m 
Aft draught 4.80 m 0.137 m 
Displacement at full load 697.5 tonnes 154.4 N 
Hull wetted surface 408.338 m2 0.3333 m2 

 

The barge (Figure 6) 

This model has been used coupled both with the tugboat in 1:35 scale (Figure 4 and Table 1), and 
with the river pusher (Figure 5) in 1:25 scale model. The main characteristics of the barge are given 
in  Table 2. 

Table 2: Characteristics of barge 
 Barge (1:35 scale) Barge (1:25 scale) Model 
Length at waterline 77.00 m 55.00 m 2.20 m 
Breadth over all 20.51 m 14.65 m 0.586 m 
Mean draught at full load 4.235 m 3.025 m 0.121 m 
Displacement at full load 6127 tonnes 2233 tonnes 1363 N 
Hull wetted surface 2205 m2 1125 m2 1.8005 m2 

 
Two aft skegs have been installed on the barge, placed parallel to the barge longitudinal symmetry 
plane; the main characteristics of these skegs are given in Table 3. 

Table 3: Characteristics of skegs 
 Barge (1:35 scale) Barge (1:25 scale) Model 
Maximum skeg length 7.875 m 5.625 m 0.225 m 
Maximum skeg height 3.675 m 2.625 m 0.105 m 
Skeg wetted surface 13.873 m2 7.078 m2 0.0113 m2 

 
The barge model was tested preliminary in its original configuration (Figure 6); later an aft notch 
has been made to engage the tugboat. The main features of the aft notch are given in Table 4. 

Table 4: Characteristics of the aft notch 
 Barge (1:35 scale) Barge (1:25 scale) Model 
Aft notch length 7.175 m 5.125 m 0.205 m 
Maximum notch breadth 8.499 m 6.000 m 0.240 m 
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The river pusher (Figure 5) 

Its main features are given in Table 5. 

Table 5: Characteristics of the river pusher 
 River pusher Model (1:25 scale) 
Length at waterline 22.05 m 0.882 m 
Breadth over all 9.00 m 0.360 m 
Mean draft at full load 1.60 m 0.064 m 
Displacement at full load 247.6 tonnes 154.5 N 
Hull depth 2.35 m 0.094 m 
Hull wetted surface 260.53 m2 0.417 m2 

 
The tests in the articulated condition (Figure 2) have been made by placing between the hulls a 
pushing system, built with two movable arms, which allowed trim variations between the hulls in 
the different testing conditions and speeds. 

The resistance tests made by towing the barge have been done by considering a short and a long 
tow. In the short tow the cable length was 1080 mm in model scale, whereas in the long tow it was 
1620 mm. 

When towing a barge with a long cable, this cable often releases and partly dives into the water. 
This cable creates an added resistance which must be taken into account and can be calculated. The 
cable catenary can be approximated with the equation: 

( )
m

eemy mxmx 1
2
1

−+= −  

in which HKm /= ; 
K   : cable weight for unit length; 
H  : strain force acting on the cable, which can be approximated with the barge resistance. 

The resistance of the submerged cable into the water, advancing with the convoy, can be calculated 
by using the formula : 

( )psdVR K /5.4665.00124.0 22 +=   

where : 

d     : cable diameter, inches; 
KV    :  towing speed, knots; 
      : submerged cable length, feet; 
s      : submerged cable camber, feet; 
p     : submerged catenary length, feet. 

The tests have been made in the towing tank of the University of Trieste. The main characteristics 
of the tank are : Length: 50 m;      Breadth: 3.10 m;   Mean depth: 1.60 m 

The tank is equipped with two towing carriages; the original carriage is heavier and slower (max. 
speed: 2.2 m/s); the second carriage is faster (up to 7.5 m/s), is fully automatic, and unmanned. 
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The need of controlling the tests when operating with the articulated and composed models and the 
low speed required for testing these models suggested the use of the slow carriage. 

All the models have been tested with turbulence stimulators, in deep waters within the speed range 
required.  

The tested conditions and discussion results 

The testing conditions at which the tugboat, the river pusher and the barge models have been tested 
in isolated condition or coupled in different ways have been eleven and are listed as follows : 

A) Isolated barge with the open stern notch; 
B) Isolated barge with the closed stern notch; 
C) Tugboat towing the barge having the stern notch closed; short cable tow; 
D) Tugboat towing the barge having the stern notch closed; long cable tow; 
E) Tugboat towing the barge having the stern notch open; short cable tow; 
F) Tugboat pushing the barge in non-rigid connection condition; 
G) Tugboat pushing the barge in articulated condition. 

 
and also : 

     A’)  River pusher towing the barge having the stern notch closed; 
     B’)  River pusher pushing the barge; 
     C’)  River pusher towing the barge having the stern notch open; long cable towing; 
     D’)  River pusher towing the barge having the stern notch closed; long cable towing. 
 
The results obtained from the model experiments have been processed to full scale by using the 
ITTC’57 correlation line and an allowance correction 3102.0 −⋅=AC . The result comparisons are 
shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 in which the conditions A, B, C and D (Figure 7), E, F and G (Figure 8) 
and A’, B’, C’ and D’ (Figure 9) are respectively compared. 
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Figure 7 : Testing conditions A, B, C and D       Figure 8 : Testing conditions E, F and G. 

 

Figure 9 : Testing conditions A’, B’, C’ and D’. 

The results show the effective power, expressed in metric units, versus the full scale speed (knots). 
The testing condition defined as that of a barge towed by a tugboat at very long distance can be 
referred as an ideal condition in which the hydrodynamic effects between the two hulls are 
negligible.  

This situation can be obtained by summing the resistance of the two hulls, tested independently, at 
the same speeds. This testing conditions can be supposed to be the conditions A and B (Figure 7) or 
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the cases C’ and D’ of the river pusher (Figure 9). By comparing these testing conditions with the 
other ones, the interference effects between the hulls can be put in evidence.  

The effects generated by the open stern notch have been examined by comparing the same testing 
conditions (towing) having both an open and a closed stern notch; these are the conditions A and B 
when using the tugboat and the cases C’ and D’ when testing with the river pusher. In both cases the 
effect of the open stern notch was negative as a resistance increase was noticed.  

The integrated navigation setups (with rigid or articulated connection) showed almost always 
beneficial interference effects on the total resistance, which was reduced. For example the testing 
conditions E, G and F (Figure 8) highlight these resistance reductions in quite all the speed interval. 
Also the condition B’ (Figure 9) shows very large resistance reductions for V > 8 knots, when 
compared with the other barge towing conditions.  

Also the short towing navigation is to be preferred to the long towing navigation both for the 
interference phenomena between the hulls and for the smaller cable resistance due to the shorter 
cable length, not plunging into the water. 

The resistance variations can be explained as follows : 

a) At the highest speeds the wave interference phenomena due the wave composition between 
the hulls can be generated; also the wake interference effects can reduce the pressure fields 
between the hulls and consequently the resistance of the aft hull, which pushes the barge. By 
disconnecting the convoy, these phenomena disappear and the resistance increases.  

b) The open aft stern notch generates discontinuities in the pressure field aft of the hull, by 
reducing the pressure values and generating separation phenomena. For this reason it is 
better to close the aft notch during the towing navigation. 

 
By using the calculated results and assuming for the tugboat and its propeller the hydrodynamic 
features specified at the back, the speeds at which the different convoy compositions arrive can be 
calculated. It is supposed for a calm and deep water condition and in absence of currents.  

Let us assume for the tugboat a brake power value of 3000 CV, which allows a navigation speed of 
13.2 knots at full load condition and a speed of 14.5 knots at half load condition. The thrust 
delivered at zero speed has been estimated in 37 tonnes. The main propeller characteristics are : 

Number of blades (Z) : 4 ;   Pitch/Diameter Ratio (P/D) : 1.159 ;  
Max. propeller efficiency η0 : 0.503;  Efficiency of the ducted propeller : 0.576 ; 
Rotation rate (n) : 190 rev/1’ ;  Hull wake factor (w) :  0.213 ; 
Thrust Deduction Factor (t) : 0.156 in free navigation ; 
Thrust Deduction Factor (t) : at zero advance speed. 

By assuming these data, the navigation speeds reported in Figures 10 and 11 for the investigated 
tug-barge conditions can be obtained : 

From this investigation it is possible to calculate the speed of: 

a) the towed barge placed at long distance from the tugboat having the stern notch open, equal 
to 9.1 knots (Condition A); 

b) the same configuration, but having the stern notch closed, equal to 9.45 knots (Condition B); 
c) the same configuration of point a), but with a short cable between the barge and the tugboat, 

equal to 9.8 knots (Condition C); 
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d) the same configuration of point b), but with a short cable between the barge and the tugboat, 
equal to 9.4 knots (Condition D); 

e) the integrated system in a non rigid configuration (Condition F), equal to 9.7 knots; 
f) the integrated system in an articulated condition (Condition G), equal to 9.4 knots. 

 

 

Figure 10 : Navigation speed definition for the conditions A, B, C and D. 

 

Figure 11 : Navigation speed definition for the conditions E, F and G. 

These results have been obtained without considering the cable resistance in towing condition; the 
torque moment acting on the propeller has been considered constant. The results obtained permit to 
conclude that, when navigating at the highest speeds ( 9.5V kn> ), the integrated systems, by 
pushing the barge, are the best. But when using a towboat at low power and at small speeds also the 
towed condition can be accepted for resistance considerations, preferring, in every case, solutions 
with the closed aft notch. 
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PATH KEEPING STABILITY OF TOWED BARGES 
The basic equations and investigations 

As well known, the concept of path keeping stability is strongly related to the concepts of course 
stability or stability of direction. A body is said to be stable in any particular state of equilibrium in 
rest or in motion if, when temporary disturbed by any external cause, it tends to return to the pre -
existing state of equilibrium, after release from the disturbing cause. The various kinds of motion 
stability associated with ships are classified by the attributes of their initial state of equilibrium that 
are retained in the final path of their centers of gravity. In Figure 12 the classical definition of the 
various kinds of motion stability is shown [1]. 

 

Figure 12 : Various kinds of motion stability [1]      Figure 13 : Reference systems and force acting on the barge 

To analyze the course keeping stability of a towed barge in an horizontal plane, it is usual to define 
two sets of axes, the first one (X, Y) fixed relative to the earth and the second one (x, y) fixed 
relative to the ship. These systems are shown in Figure 13. 

The ship path is generally defined as the trajectory of its centre of gravity G. The positive direction 
of x axis is taken to be in direction of the hull motion, z positive axis is taken downward and y axis 
is starboard. As usual, the velocity of a rigid body is defined by its translational and rotational 
components, given by : 

kjiU wvu ++=  (translational component) 

kjiΩ rqp ++=  (rotational component) 

where i , j  and k  are the unit vectors along the directions x, y and z; u , v  and w  are the velocity 
components of the velocity U  and p , q  and r  are the components of the angular velocity Ω  
along the axes x, y and z.  

In calm water conditions, when it is supposed that the ship does not rise from the water plane, these 
components are reduced to two, that is: 
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( )



≡
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          (1) 

Applying the second law of motions (or Newton law) to the motions and the transformation laws to 
relate the motion equations to the axes of the barge, the following three equations can be obtained in 
calm water: 

( )
( )

z

X m u rv
Y m v ru
N I r

= −
 = −
 ≡







         (2) 

where X  and Y  are the components of the external forces acting on the ship, according to the axes 
x and y; N  is the moment acting around the axis z and zI  is the moment of inertia of the hull 
around the z axis; m  is the mass of the ship.  

It follows that the only motions allowed to the ship are : 

a) a displacement along the x axis, or surge; 

b) a displacement along the y axis, or sway; 

c) a rotation around the z axis, or yaw. 

The corresponding equations will therefore be the equations of surge, sway and yaw, defined in 
equations (2). The study of the forces X , Y  and of the moment N  defines the greater or lesser 
ability of the barge to keep the course. This result may be achieved through the development of the 
system of equations (2), which allows to define the differential equations of motion from which, by 
calculating the constants of integration, which depend on the initial conditions of motion, it is 
possible to study the system. This pathway requires the development of the three equations in a 
Taylor series, truncated to the first order, and calculating the coefficients of the equations 
themselves. The coefficients of the equations can be derived experimentally through measurements 
of speeds and accelerations of a model in a towing tank; in this case the model will be driven in drift 
and subject to alternate motions through a specific instrumentation called Planar Motion 
Mechanism. From these measurements it is possible to reconstruct the coefficients of the equations 
of motion and study the stability of motion of the vessel. These measurements are quite complex 
and require the use of sophisticated tools, that are not available in a small tank like that of the 
University of Trieste. Not having such equipment, the problem can be studied with equally simple 
experiments in the following manner. 

Towing the model hull from its centre of gravity G, at constant speed V , rotated by different γ  
drift angles, the forces 1F , 2F  and R  are then measured, respectively along the transverse direction 
of motion and along the direction of the motion itself (Figure 13). Then the resulting cross force F , 
parallel to the axis Y and the force R , along the X axis, are obtained. From there, the components 
( )vX  and ( )vY  along the body axes can be obtained by means of the following equations: 

( )
( )




+=
−=

γγ
γγ

cossin
sincos

FRvY
FRvX

         (3) 
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Composing the two reactions ( )vX  and ( )vY , the resultant ( )vR  is obtained, whose point of 
encounter with the ship's plane of symmetry allows to derive the position of the centre of drift D 
and the angle β  that ( )vR  forms with the plane of symmetry (Figure 14). 

Performing the tests at constant speeds with different γ  angles, and tracing for each angle the line 
of action of ( )vR  outgoing from D, a ruled curve is obtained whose envelope is the evolute of the 
drift. 

Instead, tracing the line, always outgoing from D, which identifies the direction of the velocity, 
another ruled curve is obtained; the evolute of the velocity of a drift motion. The point D0 where the 
drift evolute and the velocity evolute  cut the plane of symmetry is called the principal drift centre. 
Known ( )vX , ( )vY , the position of the centre of drift D and its distance Dx  from G, the moment 
( ) ( ) DxvYvN ⋅=  is obtained.  

The following derivatives can then be obtained : 

0=∂
∂

=
v

v v
XX , 

0=∂
∂

=
v

v v
YY  and   

0=∂
∂

=
v

v v
NN  where: 

γsinVv = ;  V  : towing model velocity. 

These values can be made dimensionless by dividing the forces by 22

2
1 VLρ  , the moments by 

23

2
1 VLρ  and the dimensions by L . 

It is possible to obtain the coefficient K: ( )
0=

=
γγd

vdNK  that can be taken as coefficient of drift 

resistance, or the coefficients 0/ RKJ =  and LJJ /'= , called respectively stability index for ship 
drift for ship having a unit length. 

The foregoing is part of the classical treatment of the problem of the stability of the route of a self-
propelled ship, and is reported in the reference list [1 - 3]. In our particular case we have to examine 
a barge towed from a point L (Figure 14) external to the hull and placed on the  X axis, at a suitable 
distance from G. Then it is not sufficient to consider the moment ( )vN  of the forces with respect to 
G, but also the moment of these forces with respect to L must be calculated; we shall call ( )vN '  this 
moment.  

The moment ( )vN '  is the one generated by the hydrodynamic forces acting on the hull and on the 
appendages, which rotates the barge around the axis z, passing through G. ( )vN  is positive if the 
forces acting tend to oppose  to the disturbing causes, and then to restore the original motion 
direction; negative in the opposite case. 

The moment ( )vN '  generates the translation motion of the hull in the XY plane around the point L, 
which is bound by the barge tow cable, which length is h. Yet the moment is positive if it tends to 
retain the barge along the direction of forward motion, reducing most of the excursion across the 
centre of gravity G in the XY plane (Figure 15).  The values of the two moments are obtained easily 
with the two expressions : 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )[ ]δγ coscos2/' hxLFvN

xvYvN

C

D

+−=
⋅=

        (4) 

    

Figure 14 :Forces acting on the barge                               Figure 15 : Barge movements in XY plane 

Therefore, if an external disturbing force acts on the barge, making it move in the XY plane and 
rotate around the z axis, the hydrodynamic forces that are generated on the hull give rise to the two 
moments ( )vN  and ( )vN ' . In this case, however, if θ  is the angle between the direction of the axis 
X and the line joining L and G and 1δ  is the angle between the same line (LG) and LN (figure 15) , 
the moment ( )vN '  is expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]θδγθδγ +++++−= 11 sinsin2/coscos2/' hLRhxLFvN C      

In the previous hypotheses it was assumed 0=θ and 1δδ = . Upon the motion perturbation the two 
moments have been created simultaneously and influence each other until the barge reaches a 
position of equilibrium. 

It is then that in tests with tied models the measures obtained for the forces and moments are not 
sufficient to adequately describe the reciprocal actions between the moments, taking into account, 
among other things, that the value of θ  is zero. 
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The values calculated by the expressions (4) therefore give only an indication of what may be the 
trend behavior of the hull towed in the first few moments of the evolutionary stage, i.e. for small 
values of γ  (it was assumed a maximum range of °= 6γ ). Based on these principles, we have 
started the experiments. 

To perform the tests, after the model construction in geometrical and mechanical similitude, 
including the position of the centre of gravity and the moments of inertia around the three axes, we 
have connected this model to the dynamometer of the carriage, on the vertical centre of gravity and 
to two load cells, placed on the symmetry plane, at points A and B, far from G of quantities AVX  
and ADX  (Figure 13). Subsequently the points A and B have been rotated, in the different tests, of 
an angle variable between 0° and 6°. The tests have been conducted at equal Froude Numbers 
between ship and model, for the speeds of 3, 4 and 5 knots at full scale. The components R , 1F  and 

2F  have been measured for the specific values of V  and from these data the moments ( )vN  and 
( )vN '  have been obtained.  

Tests have been performed  with both the model without appendages (Series 1) (Figure 16 and 
Table 6), and provided with a rudder and with side skegs of different type. The choice of the 
appendages has been made after having examined some solutions adopted on barges [4] and taking 
into account our experiences of similar works already performed in the past. Main characteristics of 
the barge are given in Table 6. 

 

 

Figure 16 : The tested barge hull 

Table 6: Main characteristics of barge 
 Full scale Model (1:40 scale) 
Length between perpendiculars 70.20 m 1.755 m 
Breadth at waterline 23.00 m 0.575 m 
Mean draft at full load 3.80 m 0.095 m 
Displacement at full load 5860 tonnes 898 N 
Hull wetted surface 2131 m2 1.332 m2 

 
The three conditions that we  are going to examine are the following: 

1) Hull without appendages (Series 1) (Figure 16); 

2) Hull with a central rudder (Series 2) (Figure 17); 

3) Hull with two side skegs (Series 3) (Figure 17), divergent towards the stern, protruded of 0.5 m 
below the hull (at full scale) and prolonged until mid-ship with two parallel longitudinal frames. 
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Figure 17 : Appendages used on the barge model. 

The Figure 18 shows the values of the resistance R , calculated for the barge, while in Figures 19 
and 20 the values of forces F , 1F  and 2F  measured on the model are shown. 

From the analysis of these diagrams the following consideration can be deduced : 

1) In the model without appendages the forces F , 1F  and 2F  are always positive and 
increasing in linear way (Figure 19); this demonstrates that the fields of sectional forces 
established on the barge are of the type shown in Figure 21 (Case A). Calculating the 
moments ( )vN1  and ( )vN '

1  (note: are shown only the moments regarding the velocity 
knV 5=  at full scale in Figures 22 and 23) , it is shown that these are always negative, i.e. 

of instability, that is the barge if rotated of an angle γ  would tend not to return to the initial 
position ( 0=γ ) but would be induced to come out from its direction of advance  
( ( ) 0' <vN ) (Figure 23). The condition 1 is therefore of instability, both as regards the 
motion, as for the angle of drift. 

2) In the model provided with central rudder, the total tangential force F  is of lower intensity 
than in the previous case; this is due to the fact that the force 1F  is positive, while 2F  is 
negative (Figures 19 and 20). The fields of tangential reactive forces, that are established on 
the barge are of the type represented in figure 21 (Case B). The moments that result are 

( ) 02 <vN , ( ) 0'
2 >vN  in the initial stage, but subsequently both negative with greater 

intensity for ( )vN2  and minor for ( )vN '
2 , compared to the previous case (Figures 22 and 23). 

Therefore, compared to condition1, the barge is less unstable for the transverse motion of 
drift, and more unstable for the angular motion of drift (or yaw). In the initial phase, 
however, is stable to transverse motion of drift. 

3) In the model provided with lateral skegs and side members, the total side force F  has a 
more irregular behaviour, due to the fact that of the two tangential components 2F  is greater 
than 1F  in the initial phase of motion (Figures 19 and 20). There is, therefore, an motion of 
drift  (yaw), and of instability for the transverse motion. Later, for greater values of γ , both 
( )vN  and ( )vN '  become increasingly negative, assuming the trends shown in Figures 22 

and 23. 
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Figure 18 : Resistance values for the tested conditions 1, 2 and 3. 

 

Figure 19 : Cross force F 
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Summarizing we can say that the barge without appendages has the tendency both to move 
transversely, and to rotate on itself if perturbed; the barge with the rudder has little tendency to 
lateral translation, but great tendency to rotate; the barge with the skegs has little tendency to rotate 
and great tendency to translate. 

This applies of course only for the initial phase of the movement, because the two moments ( )vN  
and ( )vN ' , influencing each other, in the three conditions exposed, can change the behaviour of the 
hull. In the presence of large disturbances that do move the barge away from its initial course in 
considerable way, the considerations set out, of course, no longer apply. To get more precise 
information on the trend of a towed barge to maintain the course in presence of large perturbation 
causes, a new and simple experimental investigation method has been defined and tested in a 
straight towing tank. We will give a short explanation, but further information can be found in ref. 
[5]. 

 

Figure 20 : Cross forces F1 and F2 

Experimental investigation with free model 

The experiments are performed freeing the model from any external constraint and towing the 
model from the bow with a force R . On this body, driven at constant speed, we act with a external 
disturbing force P, which tends to move the model away from its route (Figure 24). Measuring then 
the excursions of the centre of gravity of the model in the tank and the rotation of the model around 
its centroid axis, we obtain information on the best or worse tendency of the model to maintain the 
route and hence the effectiveness of the appendages chosen to maintain the model-route. 

In Figures 25 and 26 some surveys carried out on the investigated model are shown; the model was 
towed at the same speeds of 3, 4 and 5 knots. These measures are generally made in a maneuvering 
tank or in circular tank through the so called “Tracking Tests”, by using optical or electronic survey 
systems. 
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In the Figures 25 and 26 the γ  angle and the excursions of the centre of gravity G measured during 
the tests are shown; the data are reported in dimensionless units. 

Further information on these tests can be found in ref. 5. 

CONCLUSIONS 
River transportation by barge can be of great support for the development of regions and areas 
difficult to reach by other means of transport and when the need to transfer large and heavy 
products of low unit value is important. This transport system is a low-cost and slow, but strategic 
for the purpose of development of a region which has poor communication routes. The search for 
the best coupling system between a tugboat or a pusher and a barge can allow to obtain better 
transport speeds with small consumption and make navigation safer. The research on these issues is 
particularly important in those areas where such transport could become strategic and should be 
pursued with tenacity. 

These notes would like to present a first approach to the problem, but require further study and 
researches, especially in areas not examined in this context, as the choice of the best lines for 
barges, the choice of the best ways of coupling between the barge and pusher, the investigation of 
the effects of the shallow water, the action of currents, etc. .. Many of these topics have already 
been examined in the past in research activities promoted at the level of European, Russian and 
American researches, but the specificity of navigation in the waters of South America, especially 
those of Peru, is likely to require further investigation and research. 

 

                    

Figure 21 : Force fields conditions A, B and C     Figure 22 : The moment N(v) defined for the three cases 
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Figure 23 : The moment N’(v) defined for the three cases                  Figure 24 : Tests with free model 

 

Figure 25 : Drift angle excursions in free model tests 
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Figure 26 : Centre of gravity excursions in free model tests 
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